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It is not expected that the “Primary” presenter is the exclusive presenter. Presenters 
should model the various professionals sharing responsibility for conveying information. 

# Primary* Presenter  # Primary* Presenter  # Primary* Presenter 
1  FINANCIAL  30 MENTAL HEALTH  59 FINANCIAL 
2 FINANCIAL  31 MENTAL HEALTH  60 FINANCIAL 
3 FINANCIAL  32 MENTAL HEALTH  61 FINANCIAL 
4 FINANCIAL  33 MENTAL HEALTH  62 FINANCIAL 
5 LEGAL  34 MENTAL HEALTH  63 FINANCIAL 
6 LEGAL  35 FINANCIAL  64 FINANCIAL 
7 LEGAL  36 FINANCIAL  65 FINANCIAL 
8 LEGAL  37 FINANCIAL  66 LEGAL 
9 LEGAL  38 FINANCIAL  67 LEGAL 

10 LEGAL  39 FINANCIAL  68 FINANCIAL 
11 MENTAL HEALTH  40 FINANCIAL  69 FINANCIAL 
12 MENTAL HEALTH  41 LEGAL  70 FINANCIAL 
13 MENTAL HEALTH  42 MENTAL HEALTH  71 LEGAL 
14 MENTAL HEALTH  43 MENTAL HEALTH  72 LEGAL 
15 MENTAL HEALTH  44 MENTAL HEALTH  73 LEGAL 
16 FINANCIAL  45 MENTAL HEALTH  74 MENTAL HEALTH 
17 FINANCIAL  46 MENTAL HEALTH  75 MENTAL HEALTH 
18 FINANCIAL  47 MENTAL HEALTH  76 MENTAL HEALTH 
19 FINANCIAL  48 LEGAL  77 MENTAL HEALTH 

20 FINANCIAL  49 FINANCIAL, LEGAL, 
MENTAL HEALTH 

 78 MENTAL HEALTH 

21 FINANCIAL  50 QUESTIONS  79 MENTAL HEALTH 
22 FINANCIAL  51 BREAK  80 MENTAL HEALTH 
23 LEGAL  52 BREAK  81 MENTAL HEALTH 
24 LEGAL  53 MENTAL HEALTH  82 MENTAL HEALTH 
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28 LEGAL  57 MENTAL HEALTH  86 END 
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* These are only suggestions. Your group should individualize to your own preference. 
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Divorce Options is an informational presentation to provide balanced, uniform, neutral 
information about the choices that people have in California to obtain a marital / domestic 
partnership dissolution. It is important that judges, mental health professionals, clerics, and 

others similarly situated can trust that DO will provide such information to those in or 
contemplating the transition to single in a neutral, unbiased manner. 

It is NOT a promotion for Collaborative Practice. Promoting any particular option for dissolution 
defeats the purpose of Divorce Options and undermines its usefulness throughout California. 

 
1. The following are a few short notes about the slide presentation. 

1.1. The notes accompanying the various slides are not a script. They are simply ideas that you may wish to 
express with regard to that particular slide.  
• Draw upon your own professional experience, both as a collaborative professional and as an 

experience professional within your discipline. 
1.2. Adapt to your local circumstances. 

• While a team of presenters of at least one professional representing each core discipline is the ideal, 
it is not always possible. If a presenter is crossing disciplines as a substitute for a missing discipline, be 
clear that the presenter is not practiced in the discipline for which the presenter is substituting. 

1.3. Specific Slides: (“Transitional Slide” means a slide that will be viewed for a very short period of time and is 
simply a bridge to the next slide / subject.) 
• Slide 3: If you don’t have a flip chart, just note responses to the questions on a sheet of paper. 
• Slide 6: It is unusual for an attendee to qualify for a Summary Dissolution. Only discuss if someone 

asks or you have a reasonable basis for believing that it may apply. Ask the disqualifying questions 
and move on. 

• Slide 11: This is a Transitional Slide. Simply read it and immediately move to the next slide (#12) to 
make the fundamental point of the entire workshop. 

• Slide 16: This is a Transitional Slide. Do NOT go into any detail. Simply list the options and tell the 
attendees that the team will very shortly address each one in more detail. 

• Slide 17: This is a Transitional Slide. Simply offer the basic meaning. The team will immediately be 
expanding on this. 

• Slide 23: This is a Transitional Slide. Simply offer the basic meaning. The team will immediately be 
expanding on this. 

• Slide 29: This is a Transitional Slide. Simply offer the basic meaning. The team will immediately be 
expanding on this. 

• Slide 35: This is a Transitional Slide. Simply offer the basic meaning. The team will immediately be 
expanding on this. Remember, the credibility of the entire Divorce Options workshop depends on 
your balanced presentation. Collaborative Divorce is not for everyone. We are confining the 
workshop to discussing the available dispute resolution processes in an as unbiased way as possible. 

• Slide 44: This is a summary, not a repetition of everything that has just been said! 
• Slide 50: BEWARE! Do not offer individualized responses. You and your insurance carrier do not want 

your response to create a professional relationship with the attendee. 
• Slides 54 thru 57: Note that there is a basic theme associated with each slide: a) Need to Understand 

/ manage emotions, b) Brain physiology / Stress / Dominant emotions, c) Self-care, and 
d) Communications. Align your commentary with the content of the slide. Move to the next slide 
when ready, but do not hop around. 

• Slide 60: This is a Transitional Slide. Simply identify the topics. The team will immediately be 
expanding on this. 

 
  



((THE DO COMMITTEE STRONGLY ENCOURAGE HAVING A 
FULL TEAM PRESENT THIS CLASS OR AT LEAST ONE 
PROFESSIONAL FROM EACH PROFESSION))

If you are using a flip chart, identify which team member 
will scribe.

Welcome, thank you for coming.

Housekeeping: cell phones, restrooms, refreshments, 
break
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Financial



Divorce is not just a legal process. Want to be sure we also 
cover the financial and emotional aspects.

Introduce presenters
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Financial



Ask attendees to offer their first name and if they have a 
burning question. What is it?

Flip Chart their name and questions if possible. Listen for 
whether any have children, aren’t married, etc.

Encourage attendees to ask general questions throughout, 
and specific questions to appropriate professional during 
breaks.
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Financial



BEFORE WE START
You probably came here today with questions

• What its going to cost?
• What will my life look like?
• What about the children?

This program will get you started, but doesn’t have all the answers. BECAUSE …
• Your family’s divorce experience will largely depend on how much 

control you and your spouse choose to keep over the outcome.
What this Workshop offers:

• General considerations about divorce 
• Process choices
• Specifics about financial, emotional, legal, and parenting aspects of 

divorce
What this Workshop is NOT:

• Comprehensive review of family law
• Specifics on the steps to get a divorce in California
• individualized mental health, financial, or legal services
• We are not establishing any professional relationship with you.
• Nothing we say addresses the laws or process of another state.
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Financial



Quick slide!
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Legal



In this presentation, divorce means termination of marriage or domestic partnership. 
While, for convenience, we speak about “spouses”, we include those who are 
unmarried parents*, same gender couples, domestic partners, or others who are 
similarly situated. We are usually referring to same gender couples when we use the 
term LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender)

The material we cover today is relevant (with some differences) to all couples in 
California: Application of federal law and adoption may require consultation with a 
lawyer knowledgeable in same gender and adoption concerns.

*Disputes between Unmarried Parents will involve some but not all of the exact 
same legal rights and responsibilities and procedures we will discuss (most important, 
child support and child custody are almost identical whether you are married or not.)

Disputes between Unmarried Couples will have almost none of the legal rights and 
responsibilities and procedures we will discuss BUT will have almost all the same 
considerations (financial transparency, possible property divisions, possible sharing of 
income after breaking up.)

Rarely applies. IF ANYONE ASKS:

SUMMARY DISSOLUTION: To qualify, you must answer “NO” to all of these questions:
•Do you have children?
•Have you been married / registered over 5 years?
•Do you own any real property?
•Do you have assets totaling more than $40,000 (not including cars)?
•Do you have debts totaling more than $6,000?
•And “YES” to this question:

o Do you both agree to use a summary approach?
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Legal



A Judgment is: The Final Agreement signed by You and your 
Spouse, that divides your property and debts, establishes how the 
family income will be shared, if at all, and spells out how time with 
children will be shared.

A Judgment may be a Judgment of Paternity, an agreement signed 
or order made about who may consider themselves parents of the 
children

Same gender couples
• May have a combination of marriage / domestic partnership / civil

union from different states
• May be subject to California family law if:

• State registered domestic partners in California or another
jurisdiction
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• Legally married (CA in 2008 or after 6/26/15
• Have children while not legally married or registered

domestic partners
• If so, then same orders as dissolution / separation
• If valid domestic partnership then same orders as

Dissolution of Marriage
• If invalid domestic partnership then consider orders as

Nullity

Legal



Three ways to get to a judgment:
• TRIAL - judge creates your judgment by applying his or

her view of how various legal principles apply to your
family’s situation. This happens in less than 5% of cases
and is largely determined by whether you, your partner,
or your attorneys are skilled at negotiating reasonably

• NEGOTIATION:  You and your spouse, with or without
attorneys, negotiate a judgment, without a trial

• COMBINATION: judge might make some orders, you and
your spouse reach agreement about other things. The
latter two are what happens in the other 95% of family
cases
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Legal



Only a few absolute requirements
• Define: “File,” “serve.” “Petition” (Optional: talk about

options for serving the petition in non-adversarial way)
• Define “Declaration of Disclosure”
• Six months and a day from service before marriage

status can be terminated
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Legal



• How will you share your property and debts?
• How, if at all, will you share income between households:

how much and how long
• How will you share parenting responsibilities: time, holidays,

vacations, extracurricular activities, medical concerns
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Legal



This is simply a transitional slide to the “HOW” slide.

SHORT pause and then proceed to next slide.
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Mental Health



Once one or both of you have decided to divorce, your 
choice, together, of how you will get your divorce is your 
single most significant choice. 

Your choice will affect any children, too
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Mental Health



The divorce process is a legal process with legal solutions.
However, legal process is only a modest part of your divorce 
experience. 

This program presents your divorce process options, and 
factors to consider in making the critical decision about HOW 
you wish to proceed, not merely from a legal perspective, but 
also considering your financial situation, your emotional 
needs, your current co-parenting relationship,  your extended 
family  relationships, and the kind of relationship you want to 
have with your spouse/partner and family in the future.
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Mental Health



As you look at the options, please consider your unique 
financial situation, your emotional needs, your existing 
relationships, and the kind of relationship you want to 
have with your spouse/partner and family in the future.

• How do you want people important to you view your
separation / ending of a relationship?

• Our goal: help you understand how friends and family
don’t need to take sides and can remain friendly to and
supportive of your family, of you, and, if they choose, of
your spouse

• Importance of a non-blaming ”divorce story”
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Mental Health



Don’t 50% of couples experience a divorce?
• Entire family is going through a life crisis and will

experience a wide range of feelings and behaviors which
may vary depending on individual

• Spouses may have different feelings based on who
initiated the divorce

• May be a sense of relief or optimism, or it may be
profound grief, guilt, or fear, or a combination of some
or all of these

• The stress of the divorce process usually interferes with
functioning your best at work and as a parent

• We urge you to take care at all times, and especially
when driving, to stay safe
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Mental Health



SHORT: This is just a listing. Explanation will follow.
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Financial



This is a SHORT Statement. Developed further below.
Direct negotiation: self-represented or do-it-yourself 
resolution without court assistance. Not to be confused 
with self-represented litigation.
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Financial



The most basic version of this is just the partners, with 
help from the family court or online resources.

CLICK AGAIN TO ADD MORE SYMBOLS TO THE SLIDE
Can add: consulting attorney(s), financial 
pro(s),communication professionals 
(counselor(s)/coach(s), 
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Financial



• Control of design and timing
• Less costly, unless difficulties arise
• In CA, filing fee is about $435/person, depending on

county
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Financial



• Family law facilitator – usually in your local courthouse,
can’t give legal advice but can guide you through the
process

• Internet
• Do It Yourself books available
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Financial



• While most Do-it-yourselfers have a fairly simple
estate, legal, financial, & tax consequences may be
unknown to non-professional

• You will be held to the same legal standards as parties
represented by attorneys

• Ignorance may be costly
• We recommend having at least a neutral family law

attorney-mediator look agreement over before
submission to the court
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Financial



• No professional guidance re your particular interests
• No help with communication problems or unequal

negotiating capacity
• No help to make decisions when may be emotionally

overwhelmed
• May not be able to correct mistakes, or challenging /

costly to do so
• Rarely are there court forms for Settlement

Agreements
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Financial



• The process most people think of first, sometimes called
“litigation”

• Resolution (what you will and will not get, your rights
and duties) is determined by application of the law

• If your attorneys can’t come to an agreement, ultimately
a judge decides, based strictly on the law
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Legal



The basic version of this model is two people (in blue), 
each of whom has their own attorney (orange scales).
May or may not go in front of a judge, but always keep 
legal rights and responsibilities in mind.

CLICK AGAIN TO ADD MORE SYMBOLS TO THE SLIDE
Attorneys may ask for: forensic accountant(s (Green $)), 
custody evaluator(s) (purple), and the like, and each 
partner have their own therapist/coach, and a therapist 
for the children (Yellow communication symbol)
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Legal



• Agreements are often reached in litigation, typically
driven by “what does the law say or what would the
judge do?”

• Because power to decide the outcome is given to a
stranger, the law is important to constrain that person’s
power to make decisions affecting you, your children,
and your family. It may be handled with lawyers, or by
self-represented individuals. The key is that the judge is
the final decision-maker.

• The vast majority will settle. Negotiating from the
perspective of “what would the judge do?” is an
alternative to the judge making decisions for you

• Most cases settle
• Judge makes decisions regardless of the degree of

cooperation or objections of either of you
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Legal



• Creates deadlines for decisions
• “The Law” provides a framework to address nearly all

situations
• BUT NOT all situations, i.e., religious training, paying for

college or private schools
• Enforcement sanctions available (can force partner to

pay child support)
• Protective orders available (restraining orders)
• Attorneys in this model determine how long you go

back and forth before you settle

MHP can point out that, while it is legally resolved, it may 

not be emotionally resolved
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Legal



• Typically most costly (especially if go to trial)
• Your lawyers are called “opposing counsel” – adversarial

win / lose mindset, don’t provide info unless asked
• Potentially numerous court appearances with lawyers
• Court congestion impacts time and costs – long waits in

the courthouse for you and paid professionals
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LegalLegal



• Lawyers do the communication, negotiation and
determining the pace. Potentially can be disempowering
of the client

• Judge is limited to the applicable “Law” – which doesn’t
cover issues such as paying for college or religious
training

• Rights and Entitlements means what you give and what
you get, what you have to pay for, time with kids, etc.

• Judge is a stranger to your family’s specific needs and
relies on evidence presented by attorneys and experts

• Judge may be unfamiliar with resolving same gender
relationship disputes, and may be new to family law

• Courts not set up to help you to think through the pros
and cons of decisions
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Legal



This is a SHORT Statement. Developed further below.

Mediation: Resolution is determined by you and your 
spouse, facilitated by one or more neutral mediators who 
helps define the issues, guide the gathering and analysis of 
information, generate choices, and negotiate a resolution. 
Mediator's job is to facilitate your resolution, NOT to judge 
your decisions or to make them for you.

Please be careful when hiring your mediator. Check on 
their training and experience, as there is no formal state-
supervised certification for mediators. In the choice of a 
mediator: look at their training, licensure, and experience.

Our bias: if you’re hiring a single mediator, a family law 
attorney is the safest bet and most likely to know the law 
when writing your judgement. 
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Mental Health



At its simplest, mediation involves the two parties and one 
neutral mediator. 

An attorney mediator can tell you about the law and offer 
educated guesses about what a Judge might decide in court. They 
can’t give you advice or tell you what’s best for you. 

Most mediators recommend each client have a mediation-
friendly consulting attorney  who can offer advice the mediator 
can not. 

CLICK AGAIN TO ADD MORE SYMBOLS TO THE SLIDE

When there is a need for extra support or guidance, mediation-
trained child development and parenting plan experts, 
communication specialists, financial specialists may be added. 

These extra professionals may be neutral or hired by one client 
or another to be advisors.
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Mental Health



•Mediator = Facilitator: Control of process / Out of the box thinking

•When couples clarify what’s really important to them, they can
come up agreements that are more likely to last

•Clients learn skills they can use to resolve later disagreements by
themselves

•Private & Confidential

•Voluntary

•You are the decision-maker, as compared to a judge or arbitrator

•You can add whatever professionals you need to help you get to
the finish line.
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Mental Health



• Joint decisions more durable

• Nearly always less expensive than litigation

• Nearly always faster than litigation

• Neutral Mediator writes up agreement, to be reviewed
by your mediation-friendly consulting lawyers before
signing

• Once signed by clients and a Judge, all agreements are
fully enforceable, as much as if litigated
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Mental Health



• Mediator does not represent or advocate for either person

• Mediator may not be able to fully balance power

• You depend more on your individual capacity to negotiate.
Unless you work with trained mental health professionals,
conversations can get emotionally intense

• Mediation is rarely appropriate in the presence of coercive
controlling behavior and intimate partner violence OR
ACTIVE SUBSTANCE ABUSE
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Mental HealthMental Health



• MAKE IT CLEAR THAT ALL AGREEMENTS, ONCE SIGNED
by clients and a judge, ARE AS FULLY ENFORCEABLE AS
THOSE RESULTING FROM FULL-BORE LITIGATION.

• We are just talking about during the process here.
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Mental Health



This is a SHORT Statement. Develop further below. 

Remember: Balanced Presentation: Not Selling 

Collaborative Practice

Collaborative Practice –Resolution is determined by you 
and your spouse outside of court. A team of legal, 
financial, and mental health professionals works with the 
entire family, including the children, to define their issues, 
gather and analyze their information, generate choices, 
and negotiate a resolution. 

Collaborative solves the problem when a couple needs 
extra support in order to negotiate well, and wants a more 
efficient process (vs hiring extra pros for mediation who 
don’t know or work together.) Has a structure. Requires all 
professionals to have specific training, not only in 
mediation but in this approach. 
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Financial



Supportive team approach – Collaborative is a unique 
process and all professionals must be trained in 
Collaborative approach, follow collaborative protocols and 
work together as a team for the benefit of the family both 
now and in the future. Goal is a supported, open, 
transparent, respectful process with best outcomes for 
parents and children.
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Financial



Spouses determine outcome, with professional support for family, 
including children

1. Who is on your collaborative team?
• Each spouse has a lawyer guiding them re their own

interests
• Coach or coaches work with communication, managing

emotions, and designing a parenting plan
• Neutral financial: gathers / organizes information in an

understandable manner / consider financial decisions /
Long-term projections based on expected income and asset 
allocation

• Child specialist: “a voice for your children” and a resource
when there are disagreements regarding the children.

• Others, as the need arises, for example: Real estate / Career
planner / Business evaluator / Special needs resources /
Pension specialists

2. Strategically making the optimal use of each professional’s
unique knowledge, training, and experience.

3. Goal is better co-parenting relationship post divorce, better
outcomes for the children, durable agreements re finances
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Financial



Can design customized solutions:
Same gender couples with long-term relationship who 
could not legally marry until recently, can create solutions 
that honor the duration when discussing spousal support.

Very occasionally, it may enhance clarity to mention other 

variations of processes here.

• “Cooperative” (a variation of traditional negotiation tending to
have a more interest based approach

• Lawyer-mental health professional, lawyer-financial specialist
facilitated negotiations (variations of sole professional
mediation)

• Collaborative partial teams with a disqualification clause
(various combinations of professionals from the core disciplines,
always including lawyers)
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Financial



•Cost
•Real cost is created by conflict. Savings are realized by
managing conflict. Coaches are great at managing emotions.
•Explain how allocation of tasks can be a money-saver

•Scheduling

•Intimate partner violence
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Financial



Participation is completely voluntary. No court orders or 
court-imposed deadlines.

Disqualification

Professional team not going to court can also be an 
advantage. Major goal of this process is to stay out of court
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Financial



• “Do-It-Yourself”

• Traditional representation

• Mediation

• Collaborative Practice
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Legal



One size doesn’t fit all! Each process is designed to meet 
specific needs.
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Mental Health



Transition slide, JUST PAUSE AND MOVE ON.
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Mental Health



BE BRIEF!

Personal:
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• Work Schedules – for meetings/court appearances
• Ability to communicate reasonably, with or without support
• Coercive control – degree of support/protection needed to 
equalize power
• Substance abuse/ undiagnosed mental health issues
• Children and their ages
• Unmarried with children

Financial;
• Unequal access, sophistication and/or knowledge
• Trust around financial issues
• Budget for the family and for the divorce

Legal:
• Have you already filed? Hired an attorney?
• Complexity    

Mental Health



Keeping commitments is very important. Supports trust.

Take the “mile high” view and, whichever process you 
choose, decide now to accomplish your divorce with 
integrity, dignity, and civility.
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Mental Health



Model in your home the behavior that you would want to 
see in your spouse’s home.
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Mental Health



No major changes without considering:
• Is it legal?
• Does it make sense?
• How will it affect your family?
• How will it affect the divorce process?
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Legal



Emphasize that all of these changes, with possible 
exception of estate planning, could be made by 
agreement.

Before the Petition is filed, you could make these 
changes…but this would work against establishing trust 
and may initiate conflict, negatively affecting any process. 
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Legal
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Legal



[Remember, we are NOT GIVING INDIVIDUALIZED

RESPONSES. This is for GENERAL INFORMATION ONLY. If 
a person wants more personalized responses or 
information, that person should see you in the privacy and 
confidentiality of your office.]
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Emotions can’t be denied
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Mental Health



Unmanaged emotions can lead to protracted bitter fights 
that waste financial and emotional resources and prolong 
the process 
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Mental Health



Brain Physiology: Emotions are biological / Normal reaction to traumatic event
• Fear and Anxiety
• Natural response to stressors

Stress
• “Fight, flight, freeze, feign” mechanism
• Physiological – increased heart rate / adrenaline
• Limited or no ability to take in new information
• Vulnerable to falling back into old habits
• Blocks ability to:

• Look intelligently at facts of current situation
• Weigh best choices for the future wisely

Making decisions early in this process may be difficult

Grief and Loss
•Sadness is a normal feeling at loss of relationship
•Loss of a relationship can have the emotional impact of a death.
Guilt and Shame
•Strong feelings of shame and guilt make it

o Difficult to take in more balanced information
o Maintain perspective
o Consider realistic alternatives to resolve problems

•Guilt may cause you to feel you have no right to ask for what you need
•Guilt may cause you to negotiate unbalanced, unrealistic, and imprudent
settlements you later regret
•Shame often transforms into blame or anger.
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Mental 
Health



Take care of yourself. Exercise, meditation, supportive 
friendships. These are topics that you should really discuss 
with a mental health professional

(Analogy to flight attendants telling you to put the oxygen 
mask on yourself before making sure it’s on your kids)
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Mental Health



If your communications weren’t effective during marriage, 
they won’t be now, without help

This is about developing effective problem-solving with 
regard to co-parenting, a more business-like relationship
Many co-parenting apps available online: Talking Parents, 
Our Family Wizard, etc. 
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Mental Health



Allocation of income, expenses, assets, and debts a key 
component

• Learn about your current situation

• Learn about finances: budgeting / planning

• Consider your options for the future
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Financial



Required to exchange Declarations of Disclosure

• What happens if something is not disclosed.
• Marriage of Rossi (The lottery ticket case) – IRMO

ROSSI: 90 CAL.APP.4TH 35 (2001)
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Financial



This is a SHORT Statement. Develop further below.
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Financial



Identification
• Tax returns: individual/corporate/partnership/K-1
• Previous Tax Returns
• Credit reports
• Financial Accounts
• Retirement
• Real Estate
• Business Interests
• Other Assets
• Debts

(If there are more sophisticated questions, speak to a real 
estate specialist / lawyer / tax professional. Local groups 
that have members with special expertise may want to 
supplement this section orally and with hand-outs)

• Lengthy laundry list in Guest Handout
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Financial



Property – Characterization
• Community Property
• Separate Property
• Mixed Accounts
• Date of Separation
• You are not required to characterize or appraise

all, or any, of your property. Characterization of
property may not matter, if you choose to treat it
differently.

• Include disclosure of any premarital or post-
marital agreements
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Financial



Property – Valuation
• Some are easy, some are not easy, to value
• Whatever the parties find mutually acceptable,

such as:
• Personal opinions
• Expert appraisal

• Published reports
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Financial



Property – Division
•Transfer of Property in Divorce

• General Rule (IRC §1041)
• Divorce is not a taxable event if handled correctly
• Different federal tax rules apply to registered

domestic partners because federal law does not
recognize their relationships as marriages

•Assets Not Equal
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Financial



Cash Flow
• Income (very broadly defined)

• Bonuses / RSUs and the like
• May include regularly timed gifts from family

• Spending
• Budgets become critical component of support

discussions in mediated / collaborative cases
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Financial



• Payment is not taxable to recipient / not deductible by payor
• Termination

Continues until 18 or 19, if still in high school, or longer if child is 
disabled

• State policy: Create an environment in which the children’s experiences are
similar in each household

• Always modifiable based on change in circumstance
• If you cannot agree about allocating income for your children, the judge will

use statewide guidelines
• Mathematical formula used in different software programs / Variables
• [Counter Intuitive: increased deductions may cause child support to

increase or decrease, depending on who claims the deductions]
• Add-Ons

o Mandatory – 50/50 (subject to judge’s discretion):
§ Child care (work / education related)
§ Unreimbursed medical

o Discretionary
§ Extracurricular activities
§ Travel expenses
§ Private school tuition

• Complications where payor is self-employed
• Enforcement Mechanisms
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Legal



Allocation of income between household: Spousal support
• What does “The Law” say that I get or have to give up?

• Interim orders based on guidelines
• STATE ONLY: Deductible by Payor.
[Make distinction between “temporary / guideline” and
“2340 / post judgment” spousal support]

• Orders after trial / Family Code factors
• Standard of living during marriage
• Duration of Marriage
• Health
• Earning capacity
• Short term vs. long term
• And the like
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Legal



Outside of the traditional representation setting, couples 
can work with “family support” to design a plan for the 
future of both new households
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Financial



• If divorce is final by December 31st, filing choices are:
• Single
• Head of household, if you qualify

• If divorce is not final by December 31st, filing choices are:
• Married, filing joint
• Married, filing separately
• Head of household, if you qualify

• This date may not have the same significance for
registered domestic partners, but also applies to same
gender married couples

Support is not deductible under federal law. 
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Financial



Social Security Derivative Benefit

For long term marriages or domestic partnerships, the 
lower earning spouse may be able to get half of the SS 
benefit of the higher earning spouse with no penalty to 
the higher earning spouse.
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Parents—who are they?
• Mother giving birth

• Father
• Married to mother and/or on birth

certificate at birth. (Birth certificate is not
determinate)

• Adoption
• Took baby into his home and held baby out

as his own
• May include legal parenting status by

intention, for instance, surrogacy

• Same gender couples have extra concerns
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General California Policy re legal custody
• Both parents share decisions relating to the health,

education, welfare
• Frequent and continuing time
• Same gender situation is more complicated. Factors include

status of marriage or domestic partnership at birth, state of
birth, completion of legal proceedings, such as adoption

• Psychologically, parents are the adult(s) with whom the
children have the strongest, most secure, and affectionate
attachment
• Attachment (from relationship) is more than

“bonding” (instinctual connection at birth)
• Key: do the adults have the psychological status of parents

from the children’s point of view and the legal status of
“parent”?
• Has stepparent adopted child?
• Paradoxically, divorce can be a time to complete legal

adoption so that the children’s legal parents are the
same as the psychological parents
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Child Related Disputes
• If you ask the judge to decide, you are required to

participate in custody mediation
• In recommending / non-recommending counties
• Mediation may be done with Family Court Services or

privately
• Family Court Services at no cost

• Limited time to work with the family, eg 1
session!

• Private custody mediator is retained by the parents
at their expense
• Can spend more time with family
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Regardless of your process, this is a good time to create 
explicit agreements regarding your children.
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Key ingredients of Parenting Plan
• Day-to-Day Schedule
• Holiday and vacation schedule
• Extracurricular activities
• Clear agreements about children’s belongings
• How will you communicate with the other parent
• Travel arrangements
• Clear agreement regarding medical treatment
• How you resolve disagreements
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• Lays the foundation for how they will deal with your divorce

• How you tell your children is modeling for your children
• Discuss difficult topics
• Manage difficult emotions
• Solve problems
• Reassure them that parents do NOT divorce their children

• Plan the timing

• Plan what you will tell them
• Agree on the basic facts
• Both parents take responsibility: Neither is good or bad
• Avoid giving contradictory information
• Can say “we don’t know the answer to that question, but

we will…” vs. making promises might not be able to keep
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• IF NONE OF THE ATTENDEES HAVE CHILDREN, CAN SKIP TO
SLIDE 83

• Attendees may have already told their children … badly … and
that’s okay. They CAN do a do-over.

• Both parents should be present

• Meet together with all the children including infants / toddlers

• Timing may be different, depending on age and maturity
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• Both parents love them

• Genuine attempts have been made to preserve the marriage

• Both parents have made the decision
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• Not the cause

• There is nothing they can do

• You will both continue to be their parents

• They do not need to take care of mom or dad

• They will continue to have a close relationship with each of you

• They don’t have to choose
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• Good news is that children can be resilient after divorce

• Divorce is difficult for children – even adult children

• Minimizing conflict is the MOST important factor – there is no
perfect schedule, but that’s less important than reduced
conflict

• Positive relationship with both parents is emotionally beneficial
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• Don’t:
• Say negative things about the other parent
• Talk to the children about specifics or the financial

affect on them
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• Do:
• Keep the children out of the middle
• Protect the children from the conflict
• Learn to share parenting responsibilities with the

other parent
• Learn to make decisions based on what will work

best for your children

• Use “The Divorce Rules” handout
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The legal aspect of a Divorce essentially involves three steps

• Filing the Petition or Response
• “Dissolution of Marriage” means “Divorce”
• Legal Separation
• Nullity (very rare)

• Declaration of Disclosure required

• Dissolution / Legal Separation
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Standard Family Law Restraining Orders (SFLROs):
• Without written consent,

• May not remove a child from CA
• May not transfer, hypothecate, or the like,

any property, real or personal
• May not borrow against, cash out, or change

the beneficiaries of any insurance
• Other provisions

• Exclusive use of the home
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Remember, we are NOT there to give individualized advice. 
This is for GENERAL INFORMATION ONLY!! If a person 
wants more personalized responses or information, that 
person should see you in the privacy and confidentiality of 
your office.

REVIEW THE FLIP CHART. DID WE ANSWER YOUR  
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